Introduction
Guide point modeling of the left ventricle (LV) [1] can accurately obtain LV function parameters by interactively fitting a deformable LV finite element (FE) model to a few user-defined data points ("guide points") on MR images. However, functional measurements of the right ventricle (RV) are also essential for fully understanding cardiac function.
Purpose
To develop interactive guide point modeling techniques for fast and efficient clinical evaluation of biventricular function.
Methods and results
Stevens et al. [2] developed a biventricular FE model of an isolated arrested pig heart which consists of 88 hexahedral elements with tricubic interpolation (Fig. 1(a) ). Since clinical estimation of transmural motion is limited to a single thickness measure, we reduced the model's geometric complexity from having 1977 degrees of freedoms (DOFs) per geometric coordinate field to 629 by using a bicubic-linear interpolation scheme. This simplified model was fitted to 3D image data from a normal human volunteer using linear least square minimization ( Fig.  1(b) &1(c) ). To accelerate the solution time of the guide point modeling analysis, we added 192 computer-generated data points ("phantom points") whose initial positions are evenly distributed on the surfaces of the simplified model. During the interactive guide point modeling analysis, the phantom points are updated based on global shape changes extrapolated from the guide points using a single-element trilinear FE model. The biventricular model is fitted to both the guide points and the phantom points, with lower weights applied on the phantom points than the guide points to ensure that the model is fitted closely to the user inputs. The solution time is four times faster after the introduction of phantom points. Interactive guide point fitting of the human biventricular model to a congenital heart disease patient (left) and the fitted model in 3D with short and long axis MR images (right) Figure 2 Interactive guide point fitting of the human biventricular model to a congenital heart disease patient (left) and the fitted model in 3D with short and long axis MR images (right).
